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DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY:
NOTE: WE STRONGLY SUGGEST THE READER TO GO THROUGH THE SECTION TITLED
“DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY” COMPLETELY BEFORE PROCEEDING TO READ THE OTHER
CONTENTS OF THIS WHITEPAPER ISSUED BY MODERN TOKEN.
Any kind of information, predictions, assumptions, and statistics represented in this
whitepaper is completely for GENERAL PURPOSES. It is advised that the information
accommodated in this whitepaper cannot be understood as a financial, legal, or
advisory council. This whitepaper does not lead to an INVITATION TO INVEST and does
not organize or promote any type of contractual obligation. If you come across any
queries or doubts, we recommend that you seek assistance from an attorney,
accountant, or any deemed fiduciary of your choice. Any reference to external resources
or third-party material in the whitepaper is provided for representational purposes only
and cannot be understood as any form of approval or endorsement of their information
or estimations.
By reading this whitepaper, you agree to absolve MODERN TOKEN from any
responsibility for any damages arising directly or indirectly for relying on any
information provided in this document. Regarding more queries about legislation and
regulations concerning cryptocurrency, we highly recommend that you seek counsel
from qualified professionals and your attorney, accountant, or trusted fiduciary.
When drafting this whitepaper, utmost care and diligence were exercised to ensure the
integrity of the facts and statements mentioned in the document. However, MODERN
TOKEN does not guarantee the complete accuracy or legal relevancy of the information
presented in this whitepaper.
By reviewing and seeking information about MODERN TOKEN, the reviewer confesses
that they have read, understood, agreed, and embraced all the terms and conditions
mentioned in the section labeled “DISCLAIMER.”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Problem Definition
The Mesopotamian shekel the first known form of currency emerged 5000 years ago.
The oldest bank founded Banca Monte del Paschi di Siena, headquartered in Italy
started operating in 1472. The first central bank the Swedish Riksbank established in
1668, it was chartered to lend governments funds and to act as clearing house for
commerce. That’s the short history of a centralized currency system.
Findings
Fiat currency system which has been used for centuries is controlled by a centralized
system, it is inflationary, it lacks transparency and is less secured.
Solution
Blockchain technology which is a de-centralized way of record keeping and
Cryptography which is the science of securing packets of information gave birth to a
disruptive digital asset called Crypto currency in a form of coin or token.
Crypto currency is the anti theses of fiat currency because it is decentralized, it is
inclusive, it is transparent, it is secured and it is deflationary.
According to CoinMarketCap, the total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies is $2.20
trillion. On the other side, the reports of DeFi Pulse, the total value locked as of
December 2021 is $97.05 billion. These colossal numbers show how massive the
adoption of cryptocurrencies has become in the current world.
A derivative of Crypto Currency which is called NFT “Non-Fungible Token“ is the next big
thing that has emerged in the crypto space. These NFT are the digital representation of
any asset “digital” or “real” in the blockchain. Minting an asset into the blockchain as NFT
preserves the individuality of that particular item and the immutable nature of the NFT
confirms that the integrity will remain untouched.

MODERN TOKEN - AN INTRODUCTION:
Modern Token is a crypto-based project developed to provide a quality and effective
decentralized service within a single integrated platform.
The Decentralized Exchange
Modern Token has a decentralized exchange platform to provide users with crypto asset
trading capability, exceptional staking, lending and yield farming of crypto assets. The
smart contract-powered platform will eradicate middlemen in the process and help
them in increasing efficiency as well as reducing the overall cost involved in the process.
The NFT Marketplace
Acknowledging the rising potential of NFTs and to devise a platform to recognize the
quality of works of the creators, Modern Token has come up with its own NFT
marketplace.
The Tokenized Real Estate
Along with this, Modern Token will also spread its wings in the domain of real estate
tokenization. It helps the individuals who have great interests in making their houses
eco-friendly or sustainable homes. With the concept of i2g = mfc, the home systems are
designed in such a way that it consumes less carbon footprint by using renewable
energy, green design, and an intelligent control system. The elegant and affordable
system has a very short build time and is completely scalable for a single, couple, or
mid-family size occupancy.
Further, the platform services are bolstered by its native token - MDTX. This is a BEP-20
standard token built on the robust Binance Smart Chain network. The network is
well-known for its higher scalability, ultra-speed transactions, and low gas fees. It is a
best-suited network that matches the requirements of the services offered within the
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MODERN TOKEN ECOSYSTEM:
The Modern Token ecosystem is built with promising crypto products matching the
current trend in the market. It includes
NFT Marketplace
Decentralized Exchange
Real Estate Tokenization

NFT Marketplace:
Positioning to be a key player in the NFT marketplace. Modern Token NFT marketplace
permits users to purchase, sell, trade, mint, and hold NFTs effortlessly without any
complexities. It is the best-suited platform for the NFT admirers to have a branded and
rare collection of NFTs as these NFTs add unique value to their collections.
The Modern Token’s NFT marketplace can accept any form of the NFT, including photo,
video, music, in-game collectibles, digital collectibles, and everything that makes
humans feel unique. The platform is developed in the robust Binance Smart Chain
network, where it ensures higher scalability, ultra-speed transactions, and lower gas fees
comparatively. Putting together, the platform bestows a seamless and hassle-free NFT
trading experience to the users.
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Features of our NFT Marketplace:
Fascinating Storefront:
All the NFTs of the creators will be displayed in the storefront. We make sure that
it is wonderfully crafted in such a way that seizes the attention of potential
buyers instantly.
Filter and Sort:
This feature provides the participants with an easy and advanced search of the
available NFTs. It reduces the time spent in searching for their desired NFTs.
Easy Listing:
Our NFT marketplace makes it easy for the creators/artists to list their NFTs
within a matter of minutes. They can prefer their own type of sale (fixed or
auction sale) during the listing process.
Built-In Wallet:
The default wallet in the marketplace allows the users to securely store their
NFTs. They can also add crypto assets to perform the transactions.
User Experience: The platform’s user interface is meticulously designed to make
it interactive and engaging with the users.
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The Workflow of our NFT Marketplace:
The first step is profile creation. Both the creators and buyers must create their
own profiles.
They can either link their existing wallet or create a new one based on their
requirement.
Confirmation of the account and wallet will provide them access to the main
picture.
Being a creator, one could upload the digital version of their masterpiece.
The next step will prompt them to provide a title, description, price, and other
data of their masterpiece.
The creators can prefer the required type of sale - Fixed price sales or auction
sales.
Now, the digital work can be tokenized into NFTs by the process of minting.
After the minting process is complete, the NFTs can be listed for sale.
Now, buyers come into the picture.
If the desired NFT is listed on an auction sale, they need to place bids to procure
the NFTs. The one with a high-value bid at the end of the auction (time will be
specified) will be able to claim the NFTs.
If the desired NFT is listed on a fixed price sale, they need to pay the exact price
to purchase the NFTs.
On confirming the transactions, NFTs will be transferred to their wallets.
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Benefits of our NFT Marketplace:
Magnificent Returns:
As a creator-specific marketplace, we provide a platform for the creators to
recognize the hardships behind their works, which could reap incredible profits.
Immutable Right: The marketplace bestows the owners of the NFTs with
immutable ownership rights.
Liquidity:
The users in the platform can trade their NFTs readily. This offers a high degree
of liquidity for the users.
Governance Attribute:
One of the exciting benefits of the marketplace is governance rights. It allows
the governance holders to exercise votes on the important decisions for the
betterment of the platform.
Branded and Special NFTs:
The marketplace also will have a collection of rare NFTs that will add unique
value to the collections.

MDTX Token’s Utility in the NFT Marketplace:
MDTX token powers this NFT marketplace as it stands as the native utility token
of the Modern Token’s ecosystem. The participants of the platform can use
MDTX tokens as a mode of payment for minting fees, listing fees, trading fees,
and other miscellaneous fees. This creates a good revenue for the platform and
the used tokens in the marketplace will be burned simultaneously to increase its
value over a period of time.
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Decentralized Exchange:
Modern Token wish to provide the crypto community with exceptional decentralized
exchange services. The platform allows the participants to trade their crypto assets
swiftly at a minimal transaction cost. The exchange provides non-custodial services to
facilitate complete freedom to the users. The private keys will assist them in managing
their funds single-handedly, and it cannot be accessed by any other parties.

Features of our Decentralized Exchange:
Powerful Trade Matching Engine:
Our exchange’s matching engine is highly powerful and works in such a way that it
matches the order with minimum latency, which ensures higher throughput.
Smart Contract-Powered:
The platform makes the effective use of smart contracts to automate the process safely
and efficiently.
On-Chain Governance:
The user with governance rights can suggest ideas and vote on imperative decisions to
improve the boundaries of the platform.
Flexible Payments:
The exchange’s payment gateway offers multiple payment modes (fiat and crypto) to
meet the requirements of the users.
User Interface:
The user-friendly interface will allow the users to avail all the features of the exchange
instantly without any confusion.
Wallet:
The participants can either link their existing wallets or add new ones to manage their
funds securely.
Simplified Charts:
The graphs or charts will be displayed with an assorted range of tools to make the users
understand it quickly.
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Security Features of our Exchange:
Data Encryption:
Being one of the primary features in cryptography, data encryption provides
first-class protection of user’s data.
Jail Login:
It is an interesting feature that prevents users from logging in when they
provide invalid login credentials continuously for 3 times.
Anti-Denial of Service (DoS):
This robust feature prevents the platform from large requests which are sent
from the server.
Anti-Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS):
It plays a crucial role in safeguarding the exchange from giant traffic from
various other sources.
Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF):
This features aids in shielding the internal systems from nefarious attempts that
arise from external web applications.

Benefits of our Decentralized Exchange:
Scalability:
Being a platform built on the Binance
Smart Chain network, it ensures higher
scalability.
Ultra-Fast Transaction at Lower Price:
The users can perform all the trades
readily in the exchange with a low
transaction fee.

User-Friendly Platform:
The user-friendly nature of the
decentralized exchange will allow the
participants to use the services
conveniently without any difficulties.
Trustworthy Exchange:
The use of robust security features and
smart contracts makes it a reliable
exchange platform.

Seamless Trading:
The sophisticated trading features will
bestow a frictionless trading experience
to the users.
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Modern Token’s Exchange Revenue Model:
The various income sources of the exchange are as follows.
Transaction Fee:
The platform imposes a minimal fee for all the transactions that happen within the
platform.
Withdrawal Fee:
Every withdrawal of crypto assets will be followed by a small withdrawal fee.
Listing Fee:
The users can list their new crypto tokens by paying a tiny listing fee.
Miscellaneous Fee:
The exchange platform may levy other types of fees for some of the other services,
such as automated algorithmic orders, etc.
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MDTX Token’s Utility in
Decentralized Exchange:
MDTX token offers phenomenal perks through the utilities offered in its decentralized
exchange. The token is the prime instrument of payment and transactions in the
ecosystem and provides continual growth and lucrative returns for the holders. The
utilities of the MDTX token include:

Staking:
One of the privileged utilities of the MDTX token is staking. The users can stake
the tokens to reap excellent profits. The return on investment rates are higher
comparatively and the tokens bestow exhilarating rewards as well.
Yield Farming:
Being a similar process to staking, yield farming of MDTX tokens will provide the
holders with handsome returns. Here, the tokens will be lent out via DeFi
protocol, and this will offer fixed or variable interest regularly. Indeed an ideal
passive income solution.
Governance Attribute:
The Modern Token offers governance attributes to the users in the platform.
Based on the performance and activities of the users, the platform will provide
governance rights. Through these rights, they will be eligible to vote on financial
operations of the exchange platform, such as transaction fees. On the whole,
these rights make it a community-driven platform.

Burning Mechanism of MDTX Token:
MDTX follows a splendid token burning mechanism, where (%) in each of the
transactions will be burnt automatically. We strongly believe that the token burning
mechanism will assist our MDTX holders in the long term by increasing the demand
gradually. Also, the details of the token burn will be uploaded periodically on our
website.
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REAL ESTATE TOKENIZATION:
Modern Token has positioned itself in the next disruptive industry of real estate
tokenization. The platform incorporates cutting-edge technology, blockchain in the
traditional real estate sector to modernize real estate transactions and to give them a
brand-new identity in the digital sphere. Being backed by an adept crew who has
hands-on experience in the domain, the platform will solve stumbling blocks related to
real estate capital raising, management and investing. It yearns to provide utmost
efficiency, cost, security, and liquidity in real estate transactions and supports in making
the sector reach great heights.
To be precise, the Modern Token real estate tokenization platform leverages the latest
application of blockchain technology to streamline efficiency in investors and property
management. The platform makes use of smart contracts to deploy the abilities of
transactions, enhance cash flow, and reduce cycle times. The first-class security and
cryptographic features provide robust safety to the platform.
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Modern Token’s Breakthrough:
The platform would like to highlight two key innovation in the real estate investment
industry.
Investors - Fractional Ownership
The i2g=mfc Home System
Investors - Fractional Ownership:
Amidst a plethora of assets to invest in, real estate has been one of the most commonly
accepted investments and it tops the list as an orthodox asset.
Owning a real estate portfolio gives investors immense pride as it stands as an excellent
source of passive income.
The ability to afford a real estate is becoming a hindrance for most people to invest in
real estate property.
Modern Token opens up the opportunity for everyone to afford real estate investing with
its novel introduction of fractional ownership rights. This enables the users to purchase
a part of the property with their available capital. The implementation of blockchain
technology will help in tokenizing a part of the property. These tokens are tradable in
nature, whose ownership rights will be stored on the blockchain network.
The tokenization of these assets provides multifarious perks to the investors, such as
24/7 market access, high liquidity solutions, transparent & efficient process, access to
global investments, secure data management, and much more.
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The i2g=mfc Home System:
Modern Token’s real estate platform aspires to build intelligent home systems with
outstanding aesthetics, environment, and sustainability. To accomplish this standard,
the platform comes up with i2g=mfc home systems. It stands for integrated, intelligent,
and green is minimalist, functional, and scalable. “The home that costs less for more.”
The platform splits the housing construction methodology of i2g=mfc home systems
into three prime classes - Land Development, House Development, and Intelligent
Home Control Systems. All the factors playing a primary role in aesthetics, environment,
and sustainability will be brought in under these classes. For instance, intelligent home
control systems will take responsibility for climate control, lighting systems, power
systems, security systems, water systems, waste and waste water disposal systems,
hydroponic gardening systems, and home control systems.
This way Modern Token platform builds housing projects with promised features and
MDTX tokens are crucial in creating an inclusive, decentralized, trusted, and smart
ecosystem for project funding, reward and investments.
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THE SCOPE OF MDTX TOKEN:
With the aspiration to provide maximum benefits to the crypto community, Modern
Token will step into the gaming sector in the near future. The boundaries of the Modern
Token ecosystem will be broadened with impressive and engaging games meeting the
trends of the modern-day world. Metaverse and play-to-games have become the
talk-of-the-town concepts that will seize the audience all across the globe. To bring it
into the real world, Modern Token will develop its own play-to-earn games and
metaverse universe with real-world utilities.

Play-to-Earn Games:
We will release our own play-to-earn games where the players can actively participate
and win games to collect fabulous rewards and bonuses. The amazing part of a
play-to-earn game is that the players not only claim rewards by winning the game but
also they can claim it by just participating in the games. Beyond being extremely fun
and enjoyable, the game will bestow a wonderful opportunity to create a splendid
income by simply playing the game.
Our MDTX tokens can be used as in-game currency to procure the assets available in the
game. By simply playing the game conveniently under the roof, and advancing through
the levels, the players can conceive a good revenue stream (other details will be revealed
with the game release). We also have plans to make these game assets available as NFTs
as it adds more value to the collection. These assets can either be added to the collection
or could be sold in the market for lucrative returns.

Our Metaverse:
Modern Token believes Metaverse is the future and advanced version of the digital
world. We will develop our own metaverse where participants can enter a virtual world,
which will be wired with assorted environments. Beyond the technology of VR/AR,
metaverse will encompass interactive and realistic assets and enables the users to
teleport (from one place to another). It provides an upper hand in problem-solving and
unique strategies in the digital setting. Each user can represent themselves as a 3D
avatar and connect with their friends/loved ones to perform real-time actions.
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TECHNOLOGY STACK BEHIND
MODERN TOKEN ECOSYSTEM:
Blockchain Technology
Using the magnificent prowess of the decentralized peer-to-peer network without the
involvement of intermediaries, “Satoshi Nakamoto” published the whitepaper “Bitcoin”
from which the terminology, Blockchain originated.
Blockchain is a digital ledger that records all the information regarding any asset on the
blockchain network. The immutable ledger and its unhackable nature resulted in its
boom and helped society in the removal of intermediaries. While blockchain's influence
on cryptocurrencies is undeniable, this game-changing technology isn't limited to the
financial sector. Blockchain technology is very flexible, having applications across a wide
range of sectors, given our society's reliance on technology.
Blockchain slowly but surely has integrated with every aspect of society such as:

Healthcare

Real Estate

Technology

Sports

Fantasy games

Arts

Music

Entertainment
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Binance Smart Chain:
Binance Smart Chain is one of the most dynamic and promising blockchain networks,
allowing users to complete transactions more quickly and for less cost. It is the most
effective way to cope with network congestion and rising gas prices. It's a nice place to
start if you're working on DApps or other DeFi protocols. It makes considerable use of
smart contracts to automate the process. It's a set of pre-programmed instructions that,
when specific conditions are met, carry out the task automatically.
The following are the highlights of the Binance Smart Chain network.
Standalone Network:
Even if Binance Chain goes down, Binance Smart Chain does not get affected. BSC is an
entirely independent blockchain network.
Ethereum Compatible:
The network is built on the Ethereum Virtual Machine, and dApps built on the Ethereum
can be easily ported to the BSC without any complications.
Proof of Staked Authority:
PoSA is the consensus mechanism followed by BSC, which facilitates users to have faster
transactions comparatively.
High Performance:
Being a smart contract-enabled platform, BSC processes the transaction with a shorter
block time. This tremendously increases the network’s performance.
Self-Sovereign Network:
It offers participants in its ecosystem with robust security measures. The data cannot be
forged or tampered.
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TOKENOMICS:
Token Details:
TOKEN NAME

MODERN TOKEN

TOKEN SYMBOL

MDTX

TOKEN TYPE

BEP-20

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY

10,000,000,000

DECIMAL SUPPORT
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SUPPLY TYPE

CAPPED

ACCESS TYPE

OWNABLE

VERIFIED SOURCE CODE

YES

MINTABLE

NO

BURNABLE

YES

SOFT CAP

5,000,000 TOKENS

HARD CAP

10,000,000 TOKENS
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Token Distribution:
Private Sale - 5%
Public Sale (IDO) - 10%
Product Development - 20%
Token Burning - 5%
Partnerships & Marketing - 20%
Airdrop & Bounty - 5%
Advisors & Team - 15%
Operations & Legal - 15%
Reserve - 5%

RESERVE

PRIVATE SALE

PUBLIC SALE (IDO)

OPERATIONS
& LEGAL

PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

ADVISORS
& TEAM

TOKEN BURNING
AIRDROP
& BOUNTY
PARTNERSHIPS
& MARKETING

Fund Utilization:
Platform & Core Product Development
Marketing & Business Development
Operations
Exchange Listing
Reserve
Legal
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Vesting Plan:
Vesting Period

Private Sale

Initial Distribution Terms

Subsequent Distribution Terms

(50%)

(50%)

6 to 12 Months upfront

Equal monthly distribution in 12

lockup

months after lock-up.

Token %

5%

Public Sale (IDO)

10%

Product Development

20%

Token Burning

5%

Partnerships & Marketing

20%

Airdrop & Bounty

5%

Advisors & Team

15%

Operations & Legal

15%

Reserve

Locked for 1 year

5%
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6.0 ROADMAP

MDTX IDO Marketing

1

st

(17 Jan) META DEX Launch
(17 Jan) NFT Fractional Real Estate Launch

Quarter

(7 Feb) White Listing
(14 Feb) Private Sale
(21 Feb) Public Sale

2

nd

T3 CEX Listing
Glass house bids for contractors from India and Indonesia

Quarter

I2g=mfc glass house designs (3 designs) completion
I2g=mfc Glass house prototype construction

NFT Digital Art Marketplace Launch
NFT Game Alpha version Release

3

rd

Quarter

4

th

Quarter

I2g=mfc Glass house site installation
(Casa Blanca Resort)
T2 CEX Listing

NFT Game Beta version Release
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7.0 TEAM

Co-founder, CEO

Jonaz L. Sayson

Co-founder, CMO

Simon “Nima” Tsering

Co-founder, CTO

Joseph Eyas

PR, SMM Head

Krizzia Shannen

Real Estate Advisor

Mike Gaskell

Fintech Advisor

Jean Charles

3D & Creative Design Head

Kristiania Denise

Architect

Bim

Communications Crypto Advisor

Paolo Konst

Games Design Head

Craig Book

Video Animator

Alexis Guinevere

Thailand Marketing Head

Phakphicha Jaroen

Marketing

Samuel Walba

Indonesia, Marketing Head

Ridwan Mardiana

Community Manager

Annabelle Jao
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CONTACT DETAILS:
You can reach out to us through any one of the following mediums:

Website

Reddit

Email

Medium

Twitter

Telegram

Facebook
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